
 

 

2014 Trial Trials Senior Judges’ Symposium 

Agenda 

January 24, 2015, 6:30-9:00 p.m. Hotel d’Oro, Isabella Room 

CSHA Trail Trials Past, Present and Future 

Facilitators:  Dean Fisher and Diane Medlock 

Issues and discussion items were solicited from all Senior Judges, Riders and Ride Management 

via Region Chairs 

Review of Past Symposium Consensus Opinions 

Rider concerns that have been discussed and resolved multiple times but keep coming up: 

 Off course vs DQ    •   Ride to cone, where is “to” 

 Common sense/local knowledge obstacles •   What constitutes a step? 

 

New Rules: 

2.13    Requirements for juniors  

2.14.1   When judging starts/stops 

4.0   Moving back down in competition 

4.4   Re-definition of junior rider requirement to move up in competition 

12.1.5   Sending as an obstacle 

12.4   Hoof check and lead rope handling. 

12.5   Water Crossing-rider’s decision, drink or no drink 

12.8 & 13.5 Clarify judging step overs 

12.10   Gate handling 

12.11.1  Novice riders shall only be required to either pull or drag within any one obstacle. 

12.17   Tailing obstacle deleted 

13.8.2   Coaching:  Both coach and coached be disqualified. 

 

Issues for Discussion – Consensus or New Rule? 

1.    What constitutes a “halter”.   

2.    Clarify what 12.1.1.3 means - Horses wearing a Western bridle with a bosal and mecate 

[under bridle] may be led by the mecate.  Different from Appendix A? 

 

3.    DQ is being used way too much on obstacles like "ride to the log, do a turn on the 

forehand and return to here".  Folks are getting DQ'd for not turning on the forehand.  

Should be an off course or horse's response but if they got to the log, turned and got back 

they did the obstacle?  

 



 

 

4.     How to instruct judges on how to secure the lead rope when hobbling.  Can you leave 

it on the ground or does it need to be secured in some other way. Can it be tied to the 

hobbles? 

 

5.    When ground tying, what can be used to tie? (lead rope, reins, neck rope, etc.) 

 

 

6. Turning on a hillside. Like downhill/uphill in the instructions, the directions need to be 

indicated there is a hill, not left to one’s opinion.  Obstacle was “dismount and check 

your horse’s front feet”.  Points given for not dismounting on the uphill side…in my 

opinion it was flat! 

 

7. Lead rope around your back or in between you and horse if dismounted and picking 

opposite hoof (picking off side while stand on near side).  Was given points for this 

because in judge’s opinion it was “unsafe”.  Does new rule 12.4 fix in that as long as 

horse stands quietly it is not “unsafe”? 

 

8.    Following obstacle directions that are in conflict with the rules.  Example:  Open the 

gate with a left hand push.  By doing it with the left hand it puts your butt pointed down 

hill where if you used your right hand it would be safe.  Refuse to follow directions and 

get DQ’d or open with right and get off course points? 

9. New defined rule of starting as soon as directions read. If I have not asked if I may 

proceed, are they going to start judging after they read it, and if I hesitated a moment 

thinking about it, what if I was about to ask if it could be read again or needed to read 

myself and they have already started judging? 

 

10. Loading horse in trailer with or without bridle and/or saddle. Emergency vs “end of 

day”.  Left to opinion of the ride manager?  What is “proper”? 

 

11. Various obstacles-“drag to cone”, “back down ditch to flag”, “walk up the ditch” keep 

getting points for not dragging “to” cone, points for backing “past” the flag, points for not 

going far enough up the ditch, three different trail trials this year. (SCE this year was told 

to walk until nose at the flag). 

 

12. What is the Senior Judge’s responsibility in approving/disapproving individual 

obstacles? 

 

Open Discussion  


